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ISSUES

• Autonomous vehicles – cars and trucks are coming

• Classification

• Vision Models

• Potential advantages

• Challenges

• Potential disadvantages

• Public Opinion Surveys

• Public Policy 



AUTONOMOUS 
AND HIGHLY 
AUTOMATED 
VEHICLES ARE 
COMING!

• WAYMO—Google

• ZOOX

• LYFT-UBER

• GM-Cruise

• MANUFACTURERS

• 50 Companies registered to test in California

• 93 Companies participating at Michigan Test Track



SAE/NHTSA 
CLASSIFICATION 
OF 
AUTONOMOUS 
VEHICLES

• Level 0 – no automation: the driver is in complete control of the 
vehicle at all times. 

• Level 1 – driver assistance: the vehicle can assist the driver or take 
control of either the vehicle’s speed, through cruise control, or its 
lane position, through lane guidance. 

• Level 2 – occasional self-driving: the vehicle can take control of both 
the vehicle’s speed and lane position in some situations, for example 
on limited-access freeways. 

• Level 3 – limited self-driving: the vehicle is in full control in some 
situations, monitors the road and traffic, and will inform the driver 
when he or she must take control.

• Level 4 – full self-driving under certain conditions: the vehicle is in full 
control within the Operational Design Domain (Geography/Weather)

• Level 5 – full self-driving under all conditions: the vehicle can operate 
without a human driver or occupants. 



VISION MODELS

• All vehicles owned by a few companies—
Transportation becomes a service with Level 5 
implementation by 2025

• Eight Truck Driverless Platoons—Only Travel at Night

• Marketplace Plateau at Level 3 for a Significant Period

• Highly Automated Paired Trucks with Drivers for 
Foreseeable Future

• Level 5 implementation by Ride Share Companies in 
Urban/Suburban areas—Private SUV ownership 
continues

• Fully Autonomous Level 5 vehicles



POTENTIAL 
ADVANTAGES

• Increased safety: may eliminate many of the crashes 
caused by human error, estimated at 94% of all crashes. 

• Improved mobility: for those who cannot drive, 
including elderly, disabled, and youth. 

• Reduced parking needs: passengers can be dropped off 
at their destinations without needing a nearby parking 
space. 

• Relaxed drivers: drivers can rest, work, or entertain 
themselves during a trip.

• Increased car-sharing: reduced need for individually-
owned cars. 

• Increased road capacity: through vehicle platooning 
(traveling very closely together), more predictable 
traffic flow, and reduced congestion.



POTENTIAL 
DISADVANTAGES

• Vehicle Costs

• AV Safety

• Driver Education in Level 2-4

• System failures

• Ethics:  Vehicle occupants v. Others

• Cyber Security

• Increase vehicular travel, for 
example through longer commutes 

• Infrastructure modification costs



CHALLENGES

• Weather Conditions

• Geographic 

• Communications 

• Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V)

• Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)

• Vehicle to Everything (V2E)

• Safety Certification Standards

• Coordination Between States

• Infrastructure Needs

• Liability: who’s responsible?



TESTING

• Much Accomplished Already

• Test Track

• Modeling 

• Public Roads & Highways

• More to be Done

• In Real life challenges 

• Off Nominal Operations



FEDERAL 
POLICY

• Congress

• House & Senate Bills Pending

• National Highway Transportation Safety Agency

• Legislative Guidelines for State Legislation

• States not to regulate the vehicle

• Manufacturers will Self-Certification for the present

• No standards issued

• States responsible for Safety, Licensing, Enforcement,

• Public Highway Testing Requirements



LEGISLATION
IN
OTHER STATES

• 21 States Have Passed Some Form of AV 
legislation

• 5 State Governors Have Issued Executive 
Orders

• A number mandate studies

• A number allow platooning and little else



INDIANA 
PLANNED 
LEGISLATION

• Two Main Objectives:
• Ensure Public Safety

• Develop Structure to Encourage Innovation and Autonomous Vehicle 
Research & Development in Indiana

• Current Draft
• Defines Terms Using SAE Definitions

• Creates AV Testing Oversight Group

• INDOT (Lead), ISP, BMV, IDOI & Locals

• Must Approve All AV Testing Protocols 

• Provides for Platoon Testing

• AV must comply with all Federal and State Laws or have a waiver

• Operational Use of AV when Proof of Compliance with Third Party 
Standards (FMVSS, SAE, etc.)



PUBLIC POLICY 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

OTHER STATES

INDIANA



PUBLIC 
OPINION 
SURVEYS

• The surveys:

• KBB: Kelly Blue Book A national online survey of 2,264 
residents ages 12-64 conducted in May 2016.  

• SF: State Farm (2016)1,000 drivers ages 18 and above who 
identified themselves as having some insurance and 
financial responsibility.

• Schoettle and Sivak (2015a) A national online survey of 
505 licensed drivers ages 18 and above conducted in June 
2015. 

• TIRF: Traffic Injury Research Foundation (Robertson et al., 
2016). An online survey of 2,662 Canadian drivers ages 16-
93 conducted in April 2016. 



PUBLIC 
OPINION 
SURVEYS

• 1. What’s your attitude toward AVs? 

• a. V: 34% say the prospect of the wide use of AVs makes 
them excited,  57% say it makes them worried. 

• 2. Will AVs reduce crashes and fatalities? 

• a. V: 35% yes, 46% no.

• 3. Would you ride in an AV? 

• a. T: 17% would use an AV if one were available today, 
75% would not use. b. V: 33% would be likely to ride in 
one in the next 10 years, 46% not likely. 

• 4. How comfortable would you be riding in an AV? 

• a. SF: 27% comfortable riding in an AV, 42% not 
comfortable. b. SS: 32% not concerned about riding in an 
AV, 68% concerned. c. T: 22% would find them very 
relaxing, 41% very stressful. 



PUBLIC 
OPINION 
SURVEYS

• 5. Would you buy an AV?

• a. KBB: 16% would buy an AV as soon as they are 
available, 35% would wait until they were more 
comfortable with AVs, 49% would never buy or buy 
only if there were no non-AV cars. 

• b. SF: 21% would be likely to buy an AV, 51% would 
not. 

• 6. How much automation do you prefer? 

• a. KBB: i. 11% Level 1 ii. 27% Level 2 iii. 20% Level 3 
iv. 26% Level 5 with the option for a driver to take 
control if desired v. 13% Level 5 

• b. SS: i. 44% no self-driving ii. 41% partially self-
driving iii. 17% completely self-driving 

• 7. Should AVs allow a driver to take control if 
desired?

• a. KBB: 80% yes. 

• b. SS: 96% yes, 4% no.



PUBLIC 
OPINION 
SURVEYS

• 1. What’s your attitude toward AVs? 

• a. V: 34% say the prospect of the wide use of AVs makes 
them excited,  57% say it makes them worried. 

• 2. Will AVs reduce crashes and fatalities? 

• a. V: 35% yes, 46% no. 

• 3. Would you ride in an AV? 

• a. T: 17% would use an AV if one were available today, 
75% would not use. b. V: 33% would be likely to ride in 
one in the next 10 years, 46% not likely. 

• 4. How comfortable would you be riding in an AV? 

• a. SF: 27% comfortable riding in an AV, 42% not 
comfortable. b. SS: 32% not concerned about riding in an 
AV, 68% concerned. c. T: 22% would find them very 
relaxing, 41% very stressful. 



QUESTIONS???


